Located in beautiful Wolfville, Nova Scotia, Acadia University is recognized as an outstanding academic institution. Founded in 1838, it is one of Canada’s oldest and most respected universities and offers a liberal arts education that is unique among post-secondary institutions. Acadia offers a stimulating, vibrant environment, on and off campus, where dedicated faculty inspire and challenge students to be their best through supportive personalized learning environments, holistic education and nurturing community engagement. Academic innovation has garnered the university a reputation for excellence in teaching and research at the undergraduate and graduate level.

Faculty of Arts
Department of Sociology

The Department of Sociology seeks to fill two 9.5-month contractually limited positions at the rank of Assistant Professor effective August 1, 2019. Candidates should preferably have a PhD in sociology or related discipline. ABD applicants may be considered.

Sociology at Acadia provides a critical scholarly analysis of how we understand and experience our social world. There are three broad themes that define our programme: knowledge and power, social justice, and the Sociology of everyday life. We emphasize a commitment to public Sociology and transformative practices.

**Position #11304 Sociology of Race and Ethnicity:** Qualified applicants will demonstrate expertise and teaching experience in the sociology of race and ethnicity. Areas of research might also include indigeneity, migration, settlement, gender and sexuality and employment. The successful candidate will be expected to teach a total of five courses. Course assignment may include two courses in race, ethnicity and indigeneity, an introductory sociology course, and two additional sociology courses. Responsibilities include service activities and honours thesis supervision. The successful candidate will have access to some research funds.

**Position #11309 Social Theory:** Qualified applicants will demonstrate expertise and teaching experience in social theory. The successful candidate will be expected to teach a total of five courses. Teaching assignment may include two theory courses, an introductory sociology course, and two additional sociology courses. Responsibilities include service activities and honours thesis supervision. The successful candidate will have access to some research funds.

If you wish to be considered for both positions, you must submit two separate application letters with one application package. Applications must include a letter of application, an up-to-date curriculum vitae, three letters of recommendation, a recent publication, and a teaching dossier including statement of teaching philosophy, and summary of past course evaluations. Potential candidates shall send the application package to:

Dr. Zelda Abramson
Chair – Selection Committee
Department of Sociology
Acadia University
Wolfville, NS B4P 2R6
Phone: (902) 585-1273

Applicants are to submit their application electronically as a single PDF file. **E-mail:** karen.turner@acadiau.ca
Closing Date: April 12, 2019

The University invites applications from all qualified individuals and values a diverse and inclusive workplace. Acadia University is committed to employment equity and diversity in the workplace and welcomes applications from Aboriginal people, African Nova Scotians, persons with disabilities, visible minorities, women, and persons of any minority sexual orientation or gender identity. Candidates who identify as a member of one of the afore mentioned groups, and who wish to have the application considered as such, should complete the Employment Equity Voluntary Self-Identification Form as part of their application package. Canadian and permanent residents will be given priority.